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� Critical Cultural Awareness (CCA)
� Goals
� Workshop 1: Quilting
� Workshop 2: Calligraphy
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� Acquisition of a foreign language is enhanced by CCA
� “an ability to evaluate critically and on the basis of explicit criteria perspectives, practices, and products in one’s own and other cultures and countries” (Byram 1997, 2012)
� Developed by Houghton (2013) into methods to manage cultural manage cultural manage cultural manage cultural stereotypesstereotypesstereotypesstereotypes and by others as ways to be better prepared for intercultural conversations intercultural conversations intercultural conversations intercultural conversations in the age of global communities
� Time to reflect and challenge preconceived ideas about a target culture and connect them with students’ own cultures 3

Quilting
� Language: Work with a different vocabulary set to problem solve and accomplish a specific goal
� Culture: Develop a sense of the social role that quilts played in 19thand 20th century U.S.

Calligraphy
� Language: Practice following instructions to accomplish a specific goal
� Writing: Develop an understanding of the aesthetics of handwriting in English
� Develop basic cursive reading and writing skills
� Culture: Introduce the controversy about learning cursive 4

� Incorporate technology sources and practices inside and outside of the classroom
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UNIT 4: CALLIGRAPHY & 

QUILTING
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QUILTING
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PREPARATION

Class 1 (2 hours)

1) After completing listening exercises, show students a quilt

2) Talk about differences between then and now—economic conditions, 

gender roles.  The Great Depression (1930s).

3) Introduce workshop

Class 2 (2 hours)

1) Review differences

2) Workshop
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LET’S MAKE A QUILT!
Goal: Understand the skills that quilters must develop.

Next class, we will design and make our own quilt—out of paper.

In preparation, you should do a few things.

1) Watch this video about basic design. (end at 6:35)

2) At home, research online for some quilt patterns that you like. I 
have given you a piece of graph paper.  You may use that to 

design some ideas you have.  (like in the video) Use colored 

pencils to make a block of patterns.    There are many designs 
online, and even downloadable patterns!

3) If you find a pattern you would like to share, please post it to our 

Google+ community.
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LET’S MAKE A QUILT!
Goal: Understand the skills that quilters must develop.

3) When you come on Thursday, you will collaborate with partners to 
design the quilt.  You may use your cell phones to access designs 
you like or refine your ideas, but please have some basic ideas 
before we get to class.

4) Next, you should “sew” the quilt using paper on a larger piece of 
paper.  

5) You will need to bring: 

a) a few colored pencils

b) scissors 

c) ruler 

d) a glue stick, and

e) scraps of paper with interesting patterns.  Your quilt will use 2-8 
different patterns, depending on the quilt.  Origami paper and 
wrapping paper have some interesting patterns.
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U.S. FARM LIFE 1880s-1940s

• What’s life like on the farm? 

• Nearest neighbor is at least a mile away
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FARM LIFE 1880-1920

• Did not have…

• electricity (only 10% by 1930)

• cellphone, TV, radio, phone

• indoor plumbing

• So what do you do for a 

social life?
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QUILTING BEE
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LET’S MAKE A QUILT!: DESIGNING

Goal: Understand the skills that quilters must develop.

1) Everyone please take out your scrap paper patterns. 

a) Making a quilt was a community activity.  Therefore, put ALL of 
your paper scraps in the Community Use basket. (If there is one 

that is particularly important to your design, you may keep it.)

2) With your partners, show each other the designs you like and 

decide on one to do.  (cellphones OK!) Using your ruler and 
colored pencils, draw the design on a new piece of graph 

paper. (~30 min)

3) AFTER you have finished your design, THEN go to the Community 
Use scrap basket and pick out the pieces you need.

4) Take a look at our Google+ community for ideas as well.
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LET’S MAKE A QUILT!: SEWING
Goal: Understand the skills that quilters must develop.

4) Now transfer your design to the piece of paper that I have given 

you.  You must first measure your paper and calculate how to 
mark your design on it.  

2) Next, cut all the pieces you need to the correct measurement. 

3) Finally, “quilt” them by gluing them to the paper. 

4) Discuss in English please!

NOTE: FEEL FREE TO TRADE PAPER PATTERNS WITH OTHER GROUPS.   
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GALLERY & VIDEO
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CALLIGRAPHY
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SOME INTRODUCTORY VIDEOS

Watching

• (2:25)Vox introduction

• (2:30) Schin Loong 
GoPro

EXTRAS

• Brush Lettering: Basic 
Strokes (8m)

Doing

• Warmup (8m)

WORKSHOP 1: Penmanship

• Schin Loong: Penmanship

(a-e) (~20:00)

WORKSHOP 2: Brush Lettering

• How To Handletter (8m)

• Crayola (13 m) 

WORKSHOP 3: Calligraphy

• Julie Turrie ABCs (10:00)
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Outside Videos
� TEDTalk: Farewell, Cursive
� Reviving Penmanship: Euromaxx Text Sources

� Drama: “Trifles” by Susan Glaspell
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